You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for NIKON MB-D15. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the NIKON MB-D15 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
After reading, be sure to keep it where it can be seen by all those who use the product. This symbol indicates that this product is to be collected separately.
The following apply only to users in European countries: ? This product is designated for separate collection at an appropriate collection point. do not
dispose of as household waste. ? For more information, contact the retailer or the local authorities in charge of waste management. Notice for Customers in
the U. @@AE/AF ?????? MB-D15 ???? AE/AF ???????? A?r???? ??????????????????????????? ???? ?MB-D15 ? 4 ??????????????? f ?
????????????????????? ??????????? ??????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?? 1. mB-D15 ????????????????? ??????????MB-D15
?????????? ????????? E? 2. ???????????????? ?EN-EL15 ???? ??????PUSH????????????????? @@There is no need to remove the battery from the
camera before connecting the MB-D15. At default settings, the battery inserted in the camera will be used only after the battery in the MB-D15 is exhausted.
The Battery order option in the camera Custom Settings menu (Group d) can be used to change the order in which the batteries are used. aA batteries:
Remove the batteries as shown. @@ holder case ? User?s Manual (this manual) ? Warranty ???????MB-D15? MB-D15 ???????????????????????
?????????MB-D15 ???????? ( ? A?! 4) ? ????????MB-D15 ??????????????? ??????????????????????????? ? ?????????????????????????? ??
ON???? ?OFF???????????????? @@@@Removing the Battery Pack To remove the MB-D15, turn the camera off and set the control lock on the MB-D15
to L, then loosen the attachment wheel by rotating it in the direction opposite to that shown by the LOCK arrow and remove the MB-D15. Inserting Batteries
The MB-D15 can be used with one EN-EL15 rechargeable Li-ion battery or with six AA batteries. Before inserting batteries, be sure that the camera is off and
that the MB-D15 control lock is in the L position.
See ?Inserting Batteries? for information on removing the battery holder. Using an AC Adapter and Power Connector The optional EH-5b AC adapter and
EP-5B power connector provide a reliable power source when the camera is used for extended periods. To use an AC adapter with the MB-D15, insert the
EP-5B into the MS-D14EN battery holder as described in ?The EP-5B Power Connector? @@@@@@@@@@or portrait) orientation. @@See the camera
manual for more information. The MB-D15 Control Lock The control lock (Figure A- ! 4) locks the controls on the MB-D15 to prevent unintended use.
Before using these controls to take photographs in vertical (portrait) orientation, release the lock as shown. The control lock is not a power switch. Use the
camera power switch to turn the camera on and off. MB-D15 ?????????? ? ??????????? C?q??????????? ?? C?w????????????????? LOCK
????????????????? D? ? ? ?????????????????MB-D15 ??? ??????????????????MB-D15 ?? ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ????? d???????????????????? ??MB-D15 ?????????????????? ????????????? ? ???????? EP-5B ????????????? ??ENEL15 ????????? ?? 3 ??????? ?????????????????????????? ???????? ??????????????????? ?????? MB-D15 ?????????
??????????????????????????? ? ?????????????? ?? ?? MB-D15 EN-EL15 ???? MS-D14EN Li-ion ????????????? EN-EL15 ?1 ?? ????? 3
??????????? ???????????????????? ???????????? 6 ?? ?AC ??? ?? EH-5b????????? EP-5B ?? ???????? 0?? 40? This equipment has been tested and
found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant to Part 15 of the FCC rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection
against harmful interference in a residential installation. This equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and
used in accordance with the instructions, may cause harmful interference to radio communications. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not
occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the
equipment o? @@Reorient or relocate the receiving antenna. ? Increase the separation between the equipment and receiver. ? @@?
@@@@@@@@Precautions for Use ? The MB-D15 is for use with compatible cameras only.
? @@? @@? @@? @@? @@@@? The MB-D15 is not equipped with a power switch. Use the camera power switch to turn the power on or o?. @@@@
280 g (9. 9 oz) with MS-D14EN and optional EP-5B power connector Approx. @@@@Be sure the battery is fully charged and keep a warm spare battery on
hand ready to exchange as necessary. Cold batteries may recover some of their charge when warmed. AA Batteries Due to their limited capacity, AA alkaline
batteries should be used only when no other alternative is available. The capacity of AA batteries varies with make and storage conditions and may in some
instances be extremely low; in some cases, AA batteries may su?er a drop in capacity or cease to function before their expiry date. @@Use is not
recommended at low temperatures. @@? @@@@ ready the batteries as described below.
@@@@@@? 3 4 Insert the battery holder in the MB-D15 and latch the battery-chamber cover (Figure H). Make sure the holder is inserted before turning
the latch. Turn the camera on and check the battery level in the control panel or viewfinder as described in the camera manual. If the camera does not turn
on, check that the battery is correctly inserted. 3 For more information, see the camera manual.
The following camera menus offer options for the MB-D15: Battery order, MB-D15 battery type, and Battery info. The EP-5B Power Connector When using
the EP-5B power connector, insert it into the MS-D14EN holder with the arrow (?) on the connector toward the battery power terminals. Press the connector
lightly downward and slide it in the direction of the arrow until the power terminals click into place (Figure I- q). @@Removing Batteries Be careful not to
drop batteries or the holder. @@@@Remove the battery or batteries from the holder.
@@The battery can then be removed as shown. @@The MB-D15 takes one EN-EL15 rechargeable Li-ion battery or six AA batteries (alkaline, Ni-MH, or
lithium) and includes an alternate shutter-release button, AE-L/AF-L button, multi selector, and main and sub-command dials for taking pictures in ?tall?
(portrait) orientation. Camera menu options allow the user to choose whether the camera battery or the batteries in the MB-D15 are used first; see the
camera manual for details. Locked Using the Battery Pack Unlocked Attaching the Battery Pack Before attaching the battery pack, be sure that the camera is
off and that the MB-D15 control lock (Figure A- ! EN-EL15 : Alignez les encoches de l?accumulateur avec les parties saillantes du support MS-D14EN,
insrez l?accumulateur avec la flche (?) sur l?accumulateur oriente vers les contacts d?alimentation du support (Figure F- q). 1 2 Remove the contact cap
(Figure A- q) from the battery pack. The contacts for the MB-D15 are in the base of the camera, where they.
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